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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
Ar. Anand Palaye

Dear Fellow Architects, Members and Readers,
We are pleased to present a collection of papers and articles on a variety of subjects integral
to architecture.
Ar. Sunanda Satwah in her paper Harming the Harmony underlines the importance of
respecting all components of the eco system that can lead to a sustainable system.
Architecture Student Neha Rai presents her thesis work of a City Centre at NOIDA
explaining the planning and design process in detail.
Ar. Jit Kumar Gupta has written an article on Global Practices in Architectural Education,
that highlights many specific targets that can be incorporated in the present education
system.
Ar. Vijay Sambrekar in his paper on Traditional Energy Efficient Courtyard Houses of
Western Maharashtra, analyses its energy sustainable principles and elaborates on how
these can be integrated with present day architecture.
Architecture students Gaurav Singh, Hakim Reza, Ishan Sharma and Sharon Nair have
presented their thesis work on a case study on Revitalization of Urban Spaces in Jaipur. They
have suggested interesting solutions for the city's public spaces.
Ar. Prof Tapaswini Samant in her paper on A Study on Eco School, explains the importance
of imparting the sustainability basics to young students through appropriately designed
schools that promote Community Participation.
We are sure our readers will find these articles interesting.

Ar. Anand Palaye
Chairman - Publication Board & Executive Editor, JIIA
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ar. Divya Kush

Dear Fellow Architects,
Warm Greetings for the Festival of Lights - Deepawali,
I am very happy to note that, most of Chapters & Centres of IIA celebrated the
World Architecture Day in the month of October by organizing events involving not only the
Architects but also the Public, resulting in greater awareness about the profession of
Architecture & its contribution to the society.
I would like to appeal that, we celebrate the Festival of Lights also in a way which brings
happiness not only to us & our families but also to our fellow beings. Avoiding crackers could
be one of the many ways in which we can celebrate this Deepawali the green way.
I am also happy to inform you that, IIA is organizing the 1st ever UIA Council Meeting in
India & the Architects Maha Kumbh at Lucknow from 29th November to 2nd December
2018. UP & Uttarakhand Chapter of IIA has undertaken the responsibility of organizing this
important historical event on a very short notice. I am sure that the untiring efforts of the
Chairman & the Conveners of the event will ensure a grand success for the event.
I also appeal to the members to register themselves & participate in the event in large
numbers from all Chapters & Sub Centres of the Institute.
I am sure the papers & articles in this issue will prove to be very interesting & informative for
the readers.

Ar. Divya Kush
President,
The Indian Institute of Architects
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HARMING THE HARMONY

Harming the Harmony
Ar. Sunanda Satwah - Email : satwah1@rediffmail.com
Ar. Sunanda Satwah, Assistant Professor at CTES College of Architecture, and visiting faculty for
Rachana Sansad's School of Interior Design, Mumbai, is an Environmental Architect with 16 years
experience in the field of Architecture and Healthcare Design. Proprietor of 'Sunanda Satwah
Architects' (sunarcs), she is also an IGBC-AP, GRIHA-CP and GRIHA Evaluator. Ar. Satwah graduated
from Rizvi College of Architecture, Mumbai (2002) and acquired Masters degree in Environmental
Architecture from Rachana Sansad's Institute of Environmental Architecture, Mumbai (2016).

The world will not evolve past its current state of crisis by using
the same thinking that created the situation. (Albert Einstein)
For too long, we have exploited the earth for its resources.
Taking whatever, we need and discarding all that which we
don't.
Environmentalists advocate that 'you cannot run a linear
system of consumption on a finite planet'. If we wish to survive
and thrive, 'closed loop systems' are the only sustainable
route.
Darwin's theory of Evolution 150 years ago stating that, “It is
not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most
intelligent, but the one most responsive to change”, gives us a
cue that to survive, we must change. We cannot continue to
cling to the mindset of resource exploitation and excessive
consumption.
After 3.8 billion years of evolution and R&D, nature has learnt
the secret to survival: that we are all related; and no man's an
island (John Donne).
The flutter of a butterfly's wing can cause a typhoon halfway
around the world. (Chaos Theory)
Symbiotic Relationships
Symbiotic relationships abound in nature. The Cartogaster
ants and Rufous woodpecker, form an interesting relationship,
fostering unlikely partnerships for sustainable habitats.

The woodpecker is known to eat the ants which comprise a
major part of its diet, however it has been observed that
during the bird's nesting period, it will make an opening in the
nest and carve out a chamber within. During this process it is
not attacked by the ants. Once the bird has laid its eggs, it does
not eat eggs from this colony. In addition, it serves as a
protector and neither allows any other bird to eat the ants,
creating a mutual win-win situation.
Biologist E.O. Wilson, pioneer of Biophilia emphasises upon
the innate tendency of humans to seek connections with
nature and connect to other life forms.
More than 8000 different kinds of ants are known to inhabit
the world, however they have always nourished the earth and
lived in perfect harmony. Why then do our systems of design
and survival involve environmental harm instead of harmony?
Closed Loop Systems
Nature is cyclical. Seasons follow seasons and reasons follow
suit. New leaves spring. Grow. Weather and die. They fall at the
base of the tree, where they turn into fertile humus after a
while. Nature has a wonderful mechanism of composting that
which is dead, and reviving it for a new purpose.
Waste, however, can be regarded as a human concept. In
nature there is no such thing as waste.
One man's trash is another man's treasure. (17th century
saying).

Graham Wile’s Closed Loop System
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HARMING THE HARMONY
Traditional civilizations, too upheld the practice of sustainable
co-existence with nature.
The Plains Indians did not waste any part of the Buffalo kill.
Some of it was cooked to be consumed immediately while the
rest was seasoned to make jerky (dried meat). Skins were
scraped and tanned to make clothing. Weapons and needles
were shaped out of bones. Sinew was used as thread and cord
for bowstring. The horns were fashioned as cups or head
dresses.
We are losing our ability to maximize the purpose of a product.
It is ironic that our everyday products are designed and packed
for wastage. Two decades ago, milk was sold in glass bottles;
today we pack milk- a perishable item with a lifespan of 2 days
in a plastic wrap that will live for 50,000 years!
Let's talk rubbish!
The world we inhabit today is energy intensive and wasteful.
96% of our manufacturing processes result in waste. Analysts
observe that only 2% of the materials we buy are still in use
within 6 months of purchase. Manmade production systems
rely on the de facto 'Heat, beat and treat' process which
involves several chemicals, releases pollutants and toxins and
is neither environment nor user friendly. (Benyus, 1997).
This is in stark contrast to nature where every process follows
rhythmic harmony. Nature has developed a fine-tuned
machinery that works with the element of time and
microorganisms to supply us with all resources necessary for
survival; and also decomposes and converts into fertilizer or
fossil fuel, that which perishes.
Gobar gas plants or biogas plants, for instance, is not a recent
invention, and yet in the past few years, harvesting biogas
from human excreta by simultaneously managing waste and
generating power is being touted as 'black gold'. In Beijing
68,000 tonnes of excreta is treated each day for fertilizer and
biogas production. Rwanda won the Ashden Award for
Sustainable Energy, by installing 20 human waste-powered
generating plants of 500KW each, which catered to half the
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electricity requirement of large buildings. Sulabh International
has installed over 200 biogas plants in public toilets across the
country which generate cooking gas and electricity from
human excreta. Biogas-based electricity from 2,000 persons
per day can generate approximately 65 units (KWh) of power.
As per a research paper, published by the American Journal of
engineering Research (AJER), it is estimated, that even if 25%
of India's population would use similar models of public
toilets-cum-biogas plants, the country could add
approximately 6000 MW to its power capacity.
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HARMING THE HARMONY
The philosophy of waste to wealth is being re-embraced by
those who have awakened to the fallacy of our ways. Sweden's
revolutionary recycling means that less than 1% of its waste
goes to landfills, and is used to generate renewable energy.
Whereas the western world is exploring ways to generate
energy from waste and convert it into black gold; the port of
Tuticorin in South India, is raising a stink, with no inkling of how
to deal with the waste dumped from all over the globe!
China, on the other hand, once known as the largest importer
of waste, has now refused to be the world's trash dumping
ground. It is also in the process of building what is referred to
as the largest waste-to-energy plant in the world, that will turn
a third of Shenzhen's trash, equivalent to 5000 tonnes, into
energy every single day.
Biogas to the rescue
Biogas plants have dotted rural India since 1951 and are
commendable for their ability to provide clean and convenient
cooking fuel. In the agricultural state of Punjab about 1.75 lakh
biogas plants have been set up in the past 2 decades. Several
rural and semi-urban households were brought under the
ambit of National Biogas and Manure Management
Programme (NBMMP) and encouraged to install 4-6 cubic
meter biogas plants. The proposal helped save lakhs of trees
from being axed, and safeguarded women's health from the
harmful effects of the smoke generating chulha (traditional
stove).
10 to 12 cattle can provide in a day the amount of dung (100kg)
required to run a biogas plant of 4 cubic meter capacity. The
biogas generated is sufficient to cook three meals a day for a
family of 8; or provide 4.8 KWh of electricity; or power an HP
engine for 8 hours; or drive a 3 tonne lorry over a distance of
20Km. (UNEP)
Several years ago, when stray cattle on the roads became an
accident hazard for Chandigarh, several goshalas (cowsheds)
were opened. Good Samaritans feed fodder to the cattle and
some buy milk in return. The cowsheds, however, seem to
have wasted the opportunity of installing a gobar gas plant. To
cite an example, a cowshed with 850 cattle could generate
enough clean fuel to cook for 700 people or generate 400 units
of electricity per day. It makes business sense to install a gobar
gas plant and use the cooking fuel or electricity generated
towards the upkeep of the city; or install mantle lamps along
streets that sorely require night time lighting.
Often 'solutions' come hidden within the garb of 'problems'.
All it takes is a paradigm shift in our approach. Another issue
that North India struggles with every winter is stubble burning
and the air pollution caused. Couldn't straw bale construction
be adopted as a solution?
India, by merit of its population, generates several tonnes of
waste every year. If we want to successfully tackle our energy
demands without polluting the environment or exploiting
non-renewable fuels, we should actively foster partnerships
with nature and start converting our waste into fuel.
OCTOBER 2018

Us, Them & Earth
Garbage warrior Michael Reynolds started building earth ships
in late 1990s using upcycled waste, creating passive solar
houses that were self-sufficient. Since then construction with
waste has achieved new heights, for instance the Wat Pa Maha
Chedi Kaew Temple in Thailand, more popularly known as the
temple of a million beer bottles.
It's time we realized that throwing waste away is not an option
any more, because there is no 'away'. One planet is all we
have.
We Do Not Inherit the Earth from Our Ancestors; We Borrow It
from Our Children. (Inuit proverb).
REFERENCES :
1. Benyus, J. M. (1997). Biomimicry : Innovation Inspired
by Nature. New York : Harper Collins Publishers Inc.
2. Benyus, J. M. (2007). Biomimicry Guild.
3. Blok, V., & Gremmen, B. (2016, January 7). Ecological
Innovation: Biomimicry as a New Way of Thinking &
Acting Ecologically. Wageningen, Netherlands.
Retrieved from http://www.Springerlink.com
4. Brara, S. (2015, October-December). The Sulabh
International Organization: Producing Biogas and
Renewable Power from Public Toilets. Energy Future,
pp. 48-51.
5. City lights. (2014, Oct.-Dec.). My liveable city, p. 10
6. El Ahmar, S. A. (2011). Biomimcry as a tool for
sustainable architectural design: Towards
morphogenetic architecture. Alexandria University.
7. Fox, L. (Director). (2007). Story of Stuff [Motion
Picture].
8. Mc Donough, W., & Braungart, M. (2002). Cradle to
Cradle: Remaking the way we make things. New York:
North Point Press.
9. Mc. Donough, W., & Braungart, M. (1998, October).
The NEXT Industrial Revolution. The Atlantic, 82-92.
10. Nobre, A. D. (2015, November). TED Talk: The magic of
the Amazon: A river that flows invisibly all around us.
Retrieved from TED Talk: http://ideas.ted.com
11. Ozden, S., Ge, L., Narayanan, T. N., Hart, A. H., Yang,
H., Sridhar, S., . . . Ajayan, P. M. (2014). Anistropically
Functionalized Carbon Nanotube Array Based
Hygroscopic Scaffolds. ACS Applied Materials &
Interfaces, 13.
12. Pawlyn, M. (2011). Biomimcry in Architecture.
London: RIBA Publishing.
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architectural design for increased sustainability.
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA

City Center, Noida
(Shopping Mall + Office Building)
Student Neha Rai - Email : neha.rai64@gmail.com
Neha Rai completed her diploma from Meerabai polytechnic in 2009. She worked in private firm as
Asst. Architect in 2009. Currently working in Reputed Design plus Architecture firm with total 8.5
years experience with that she have completed her degree from IIA in 2018.

INTRODUCTION

PROJECT DETAILS :

The original basis for city center to form was the people's need
to come together for different purposes including trade,
exchange of goods, other services, specific resources, with
their security etc. the essential factor was that activities
required people to communicate. the city today represents
the total environment of its inhabitant and provides for not
only the functional requirement of food, shelter and housing
but also encourage interaction between people and their
environment. it provides huge place in which many facilities
like entertainment, trading, offices, informative places,
exhibitions etc. can exist.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION OF THE PROJECT :
It is a mixed-use commercial project which is at Noida
Sector32. This is being design to offer shopping, hotel,
entertainment, business and hospitality facilities at one place.

• The site is located at Noida, Sector 32, Plot No. BW-58.
• The site is located at prime location near residential area
and metro station.
•

The site is proposed for Shopping Mall, Office spaces and
Hotel.

SITE DIVISION
• The site is divided into three zones public, semi-public and
private zone. Placing mall at pubic zone as it will be
most crowded place, office at semi-public and Hotel comes
in private zone as it need to be segregation in all respects.
Each zones are provided with their separate entry/exit.
Open spaces of mall and office can be visually combined.
SITE DETAILS
Proposing Authority :
Noida Development Authority
Location :
32 Sector, Plot No. BW-58, Noida
Plot Area : 43379 sq. m
Ground Coverage : 30%
Total Far : 4.5
Far divided :
Mall - 1.8 , Office – 1.2 , Hotel – 1.5
Adjacent properties :
Another Commercial Project Wave
City is also under construction
75 mt. right of way (north east)
45 mt. right of way (south west)
Land use :
Commercial land (mix use
development)
Shape of Plot : Regular shape

Site View
10
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA

City Center, Noida (Shopping Mall + Office Building)
CONCEPT
DESIGN VISION

• Simple grid based panning generated, so that which is
economical in terms of parking space and no wastage
occurs.

• Environment friendly & green building.
• Fluidity and Seamless Connectivity between spaces.
• Easily Maintainable and economically viable design.
• Simple grid base design & economical.

• The site is divided into three public zones - public, semipublic and private.
• Hotel comes in private zone,
• office in semi –public and

• Simple and function based design.

• Mall is in public zone.

• To generate a landmark using form and material to give a
modern.

• PRIVATE ZONE - In this zone Hotel is provided.

• Shape of building is offset of plot line, so shape of building
is regular.

• SEMI PUBLIC ZONE - this zone will get affected by public
zone in terms of noise and busy environment. So this is
appropriate for OFFICE building

• Concept is based on function which is easy accessibility of
each shops.

• PUBLIC ZONE - Mall is provided in this zone and this zone
faces two sides road, one is 75m and other is 45m, which
makes it more convenient to approach.

PRIVATE ZONE

PRIVATE

SEMIPRIVATE

SEMI-PRIVATE ZONE

PUBLIC ZONE

Site Plan Division

PUBLIC

Bubble Diagram of Zones

Site Plan
NORTH
OCTOBER 2018
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA
BUILDING PLANNING
• In this building, At lower level, Retail are given and above
that office space is given.

7

OFFICES

6

CINEMA / RESTAURANT / BANQUET

5

CINEMA / RESTAURANT / SPA

• Main entrance is visible from drop off point.

4

FOOD COURT / RESTAURANT / KIDS ZONE

• Water body & more green spaces are provided in front of
mall.

3

SHOPS / ANCHOR / KIDS ZONE

2

SHOPS / ANCHOR

1

SHOPS / ANCHOR

G

SHOPS / ANCHOR

• Mall entry is given from 75m wide front road because of
considering residential areas & metro station.
• Orientation of building is like that its main entrance is
visible from both 75m & 45m road.

• There is separate space given for sitting, kids play area &
kiosks.
• There is separate entry for services at back side.

SITE OUTDOOR DETAILS

GROUND FLOOR
• At ground floor level, two entry are provided for visitors,
• one is at from center & other is from side for mall.
• Office entry is given from back side.
• Separate entry are given for pedestrian & vehicular.
• Drop off is given at front side entrance of building.
• Two entry & exit ramps are provided for vehicular.
• Separate outdoor space is given for outdoor shopping.
• Kids play zone is given at side, which is free from traffic.

Open Central Plaza

• For handicap, ramps are provided for access to building.
• Service entry & exit are provided at back side & loading &
unloading space too provided with service lift.
• At ground level shops & anchors are provided.
• Kiosks are given at atrium.

Entrance Area with Planter & Seats

Water Curtain

Open Kiosk Area

Kids Play Zone
NORTH
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA

Anchor
Shop
Entertainment Zone
Kids Play Zone
Lift Lobby & Corridor
Staircase
Toilet

First Floor Plan

Open Kiosk Area &
Sitting Area Around Planter

Front Side View

Signages are given at Front Façade of Building

Second Floor Plan

Front Side View

• At first floor level, Shops are provided around atrium.
• Atrium is 10m wide & located at center of plan.

• Seven staircases are provided in building to meet fire
requirement.

• Two escalator provided at every level.

• Two anchors are provided at corners of building.

• Six passenger lift & two service lift are provided.

• One meter high railing are provided around atrium.

• Two Toilets are provided at corners of building.

• More Signage's are provided at front side of building.

OCTOBER 2018
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA

Restaurant
Shop
Kiosks
Open Food Court
Lift Lobby & Corridor
Cinema
Cinema Lobby
Staircases
Toilet

Third Floor Plan

Open Food Court View

Planter at Fourth Floor Level

Signages at Front Facade

Fourth Floor Plan
• At Third floor level, Restaurants, café & open food court are
given.
• At Fourth floor level Cinema, Entertainment zone,
Restaurants & cafe are given.
• At fourth floor level Open terrace Restaurants are given.
• At open terrace Restaurant, Planters are given.
14
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•
•
•
•
•

Planters are projected outside of building.
At third floor level, food kiosks are given.
At Cinema level, Toilets for cinema are given
One meter high railing are provided around atrium.
More Signage's are provided at front side of building.
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA
Bar / Café
Restaurant
Cinema
Terrace
Lift Lobby & Corridor
Staircase
Toilet

• At Fifth floor level, there is exit lobby for cinema.
• At Fifth floor level, Entertainment zone,
Restaurants & Banquet hall are given.
• At Fifth floor level, there is terrace given both sides,
It creates symmetry in elevation.
• There is 2500mm wide corridor is given.
• At this level, two toilets are given at both ends.
• Escalator is not going up after this level.

Fifth Floor Plan
Section at Cinema Level

Cinema Below
Terrace
Skylight
Staircase

• At projection level Sky light are given.
• Sky light are covered with polycarbonate sheet.
• Sheet will laid in slope.
• At this level there is dotted profile of office tower.

Section at Skylight Level
Projection Level Plan
NORTH
OCTOBER 2018
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA
Office
Staircase
Toilet
Shop
Corridor & Lift Lobby
Basement
Atrium

Typical Office Level Plan at Seventh Floor Onwards

• At seventh floor onwards, office floor starts.
• At office level two common staircase are given at both end.
• At office level, common toilet is given.
• 2500mm wide corridor is given.
• Office floor is given from 7th to 20th.
• Curtain glazing is given outside of building.
• Typical floor height is 4200mm.

• Basements are 3900mm high.
Section BB

• Retail & office floor are 4200mm high.
• Skylights are given above atrium at 6th floor level.
• skylight is covered with polycarbonate sheet.
• False ceiling are done in corridor & inside shops.

Section AA
NORTH
16
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• Front side elevation is shown.
• Front façade is at south side so that' why more surface
is solid & treated with more signage's.

E2

• Glazing is provided with spider fittings at entrance only.
• Show window is given at ground level only.
• Open terrace restaurant is given at fourth floor with
projected planter & void is too given in façade for
aesthetic look.

E1

Key Plan

• Dark & light color combination is used for making interesting elevation.
• Around signage's, 450mm wide acp band wraps
• Building is going upto 20 floor, typical floor height is 4200mm.
• Office tower is located at back side so that retail view will not get obstructed.

Elevation-E1 (Front Side Elevation)

ACP Cladding

Texture Paint With Grooves

Glazing

Front Side View
• There is symmetry in elevation, if we see from center line.
• Office tower starts 7th floor onwards upto 20th floor.
• Office tower is treated with curtain glazing.

Elevation-E2 (Front Side Elevation)

OCTOBER 2018
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CITY CENTER, NOIDA
E4

E3

E2

Key Plan

• This is office side elevation treated
with texture paint.
• Office tower starts 7th floor onwards
upto 20th floor.
• Office tower is treated with curtain
glazing.
• One entry is given for office building.
• Office typical height is 4200mm.

Elevation-E3 (Rear Side Elevation)
ACP Cladding

Texture Paint With Grooves

Glazing

ACP Cladding
Texture Paint With Grooves
Glazing

• This is back side elevation
treated with acp band & texture
paint with grooves.
• There is cinema at that side, so
there is façade treated with
signage's.
• Some show window is given at
restaurant level.
• Some show window is given at
ground level.

Elevation-E4 (Side Elevation)
18
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TRADITIONAL WEST-MAHARASHTRA ARCHITECTURE : ENERGY EFFICIENT COURTYARD HOUSES NEED OF TIME

Traditional West - Maharashtra Architecture :
Energy Efficient Courtyard Houses Need of Time
Ar. Vijay B. Sambrekar - Email : vbs3333@yahoo.com
Ar. Vijay B. Sambrekar, M.Arch., M.E.-Str, L.L.B.-Spec., is working as I/C Principal and Associate
Professor at Appasaheb Birnale College of Architecture, Sangli, Maharashtra. He is currently
pursuing his Ph.D. from Shivaji University, Kolhapur.

ABSTRACT : Built environment is a manifestation of the tradition & technological innovation. The way technologies are applied
in design and construction of buildings, have direct implications on the amount of energy consumed. In modern context
buildings represent enclosed, isolated systems where environment is artificially controlled. This requires considerable energy.
A problematic relationship between architecture and technology is evident. A large part of Indian Subcontinent has for
majority of year ample 'Sun'- renewable, nonpolluting, abundant and direct source of all present natural cycles on earth. For
building design in majority of these regions, the necessity is to control and utilize this abundance. History shows the
importance of relationship between human activity and nature. Human lives remained much dictated by solar and seasonal
cycles, instead of trying to homogenize living conditions throughout the year. The future is in living and working with nature
rather than against it. In traditional Indian architecture this harmony with nature was an important design element. During
the course of development, somewhere, harmony was subdued for artificial control resulting in buildings without context. Can
we revive and refine these forgotten principles of traditional Indian architecture? The study deals with exploration and
understanding of these principles. This approach is sustainable and looking traditional court house as a focus of study specific
to west Maharashtra region.
KEY WORDS : Sustainable, Vernacular, Building Envelope, Traditional Architecture, Conservation.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The prime element of natural sustainability is Sun. The Sun is
the source and sustenance of every aspect of life on the earth.
Sun's energy is essential for the formation of wind, clouds, rain
and other weather conditions thus resulting in different
climates on earth. Nature's solar energy users have highly
efficient and sophisticated ways of getting the most from their
power source. Plants are efficient solar collectors and harvest
solar energy, thus forming the starting point of food chain, the
cycle of sustainability. Animals are consumers and are
equipped with their own high performance energy
management systems to allow them to survive in
environmental conditions that could be otherwise fatal. Best
examples are polar bear and camel, which have evolved to live
in extreme weather conditions.
Human body gets acclimatized to a certain extent but human
skin performance is limited. Clothing and shelter compensate
for this. Buildings provide shelter, facilitates our activities and
interactions, represent our desires and provide cultural
expression.
Throughout history, humans have been adaptable and have
developed energy efficient building forms suited to varying
climatic condition thus achieving comfort. Specifically the case
sensitive area under influence of traditional courtyard houses.
OCTOBER 2018

With industrialization came the technologies of transforming
energy into heat. Most innovations were in fossil fuel power,
electricity and gas. The experience of being able to capture
sunlight in greenhouses ignited the possibility of controlling
vast areas of artificial environment. The environmental
behavior of planning spaces play the game with the spaces
.Specially places of settings designed in traditional
architecture style like courtyard.
A style that gave rise to buildings without any consideration to
their context (in particular to the site and climate). Buildings
are treated as an insulated thermos flask with their own
internal environment and with their comfort level
independent of outside conditions .People no longer interact
with the built environment to find an acceptable level of
comfort. (Rather the concept of acceptable level of thermal
comfort has also changed). The building with its incorporated
technology takes care of everything but at the cost of large
non-renewable source of energy. As of now buildings consume
in both construction and operation, half of the total energy
that is used by human beings.
This needs introspection by professionals in the field of
settlement planning, building science and design. They are
responsible for dictating the energy requirements at different
levels. For example, if structures in tropical climates are
designed, that use a lot of glazing on west, the energy
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requirements of buildings will necessarily incorporate the
energy costs of artificially cooling the internal space. Similarly
if a building has insufficient window space, use of artificial
lighting has to be adhered to, thus, resulting into increased
energy consumption. Urban settlements with improper
considerations lead to heat island impact, leading to an even
greater catastrophe.
This necessitates an ethical approach towards our
environment. The technology alone can no longer be assumed
to provide solutions, the key rather lies in re-evaluating our
own ways.
The solution to this is a sustainable and site ,court sensitive
design approach. A glimpse of traditional architectural
practices in past shows an efficient use of this approach
specifically in residences. Traditional architecture in any place,
as observed today, is not the result of a one-time effort but is
the culmination of hundreds of years of understanding in
response to a particular situation through trial and error. This
articulation and its crystallization, is more evident in areas
with extreme conditions and resources. It exemplifies a
negotiation between man and nature. These shelter forms an
important attribute of making Comfortable in extreme
climatic conditions. Overall a harmonious balance between
built form, climate and lifestyle was achieved in traditional
architecture.
2.0 INDIAN CONTEXT :
India is a tropical country with diverse traditional shelter
forms, not only in vernacular architecture but also in
spectacular architecture where comfort has been of primal
importance. The country has been divided into six different
regions with distinct climate. A study of case examples from
hot dry and warm humid zones has been made. The
characteristic features for the same can be studied according.
Our focus of case variable is around hot and dry, Hot and
Moderate climate belt of west Maharashtra.
2.1 Case examples from Hot & Humid zone :
Situated in the down costal line to hill ranges from sahyadri to
kokan. Vijaydurg. The town where the builders in medieval
times have created an urban environment that overcomes the
problems of Humid climate conditions by special passive
design features and overcomes with Hot –Dry in summer
season with the application of study.
2.2 Site planning and design :
Vijaydurg, Flat terrain I land with scarce vegetation and even
scarce water, the town was planned with major streets
oriented along E-W and minor streets at right angles to these.
The heights of the buildings are 1 to 2 times street width of
main street and 4 times the street width for N-S streets.
Buildings are of unequal heights with wind pavilions and high
parapet walls, creating an uneven skyline and shading each
other, thus reducing solar-air temperature. An identical
building form gives you the satisfaction of Architectural
character in Traditional planning aspect.
20
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Ground Level Plan
2.3 S q u a r e P l a n f o r m a n d t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l
configurations:
Depending on the socio economic status of inhabitant, there
are three types of houses. The simple town house with single
room, verandah and a courtyard, two to three storey structure
with additional rooms and small enclosed terraces on upper
floors, and most complex of all – species courtyards (two
storey houses consisting of one or two courts with
underground rooms in levels and terraces enclosed by wind
pavilions and sloping roof). The plan elements incorporated
are courtyards along with narrow vertical ducts and staircase
shafts for deflecting wind into the built form. Coupled with
high thermal inertia, these shafts act in a similar way as
traditional wind towers. Surface area to volume ratio is low for
the basic urban form but is increased manifolds by
ornamentation and by arranging the building mass in an
uneven form. Although lined or pitched roofs would have
performed effectively, the built forms have a flat roof owing to
functional reasons. The terrace acts as an activity space in
winter days and sleeping area for summer nights. Also this has
resulted into low- rise compact forms with cooler lower floors.
2.4 Building Envelope :
The layering of courtyard with the help of corridors, verandahs
and barriers. Walls are 45 cm or more in thickness built of light
red latte rite stone. At upper floor level projections of 5 cm
thick panels of limestone, deep carved in geometric patterns
are used as wall elements. Roofs are 45 to 60 cm thick (closely
spaced timber beams covered with reed or grass matting and a
thick layer of earth on top). Stone slabs have also been used in
later times owing to scarcity of timber. This shows that ceiling,
roof surface and ambient air reaches their peak at about same
time Psychologically a higher temperature can be tolerated
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well in the day than at night. Openings are generally small and
windows fitted with solid timber shutters. Fenestration acts as
an important design element. Large number of projections like
sunshades and balconies acted as effective shading device not
only for the openings but also for the walls. Micro shading of
surfaces i.e. deep carving on flat wall surfaces on the upper
floors was done, thus, achieving the benefits of extended
surface. It results into increased convective heat transfer to air
thus cooling the wall early, in the evening. The screening of
court by retains the importance of microclimate within itself.
2.5 Case examples from Hot and Dry zone :
This type of climate is mainly found in the western belts.
Traditional settlements in Maharashtra typically highlight a
positive influence of the built form and natural resources
available. The key architectural feature is the traditional court
houses with linear planning approach. The belt covers the
sahhyadri ranges platue.
2.6 Site planning and design :
The houses are inverted type of planning with extended open
with centric court spaces, thus enabling good air access. The
moderate vegetation helps in giving the much-needed shade
and low reflected radiation for the access room comfort. The
overlooking gallery and invert sloping roof are the key
architectural characters.
2.7 Plan form and three-dimensional configurations :
The basic house module, four blocks built around a courtyard
into which the roof slopes on four sides, protecting an internal
verandah from rain and sun. Depending on the size and
importance of the household the buildings have one or two
upper storey's.

The singular or bisected mini courtyards or a cluster of such
courtyards are the plan form of the typical house of this belt.
The enclosed courtyard is usually sunk such that cooler air
settles down. The external slope descends low over the outer
walls, covering another verandah at the front of the building.
The inner verandah around the court is open. The outer
verandahs along the four sides enclosed differently. While
both the western and eastern verandahs are left open to
ensure good inlets for day and night breeze, the northern and
southern verandahs are enclosed or semi-enclosed. Roofs
have steep pitches almost 40-45 degrees. Further gable
windows are there at the two ends to provide attic ventilation
when ceiling was incorporated for the room spaces. This
ensured air circulation. Even in the absence of the ceiling these
gables have an opening with a decorative jali from where hot
air rises and flows out. The roofs enclose a large insulated air
space thus, keeping the lower areas cooler.
3.0 Building Envelope :
Walls in the upper floors comprises of ranks of struts
connected by spaced slats thus becoming a part of
fenestration design for the ease of good airflow, thus keeping
the rooms cool and gently lit. On the lower areas the walls are
of buffers (for privacy reasons) but being shaded by sloping
roofs and extended verandahs, the sol-air temperature is low
thus reducing heat gain. An important aspect of these
settlements is usage of courtyards both external and internal
not just as green areas but they were major activity spaces
where bathing, cooking, sleeping and socializing could take
place at different points of time. The extension of front yard
and backyard for the ritual and house functional activity are
the key architectural plan character of this houses.
4.0 LIFSTYLE TRENDS AND ENERGY :
The typology of spaces that evolved in both the cases due to
extremes of nature are reflections of the lifestyle of the
respective inhabitants as well. The activity patterns were in
turn governed by daily and seasonal solar cycles. Today, with
the technological twists to lifestyles, building typologies gets
dictated by them. The most important difference is the use of
mechanical devices for conditioning and lighting of spaces.
Another important consideration is the user adaptability to
the ease of comfort. A comparison of activity patterns of users
and the related spaces indicates the changes in energy
requirements in the same regions today.
5.0 CONCLUSION :
Control of the microclimate was always an important aspect of
indigenous Indian architecture. In this one may find
appropriate concepts, if not models to address today's
problems. This does not mean reverting back to uninformed
traditional culture. Rather these concepts can be clubbed with
the benefits of global information and nurtured with
intelligence of the technology, thus easing of, relationship
between architecture, its context and technology. The major
issues here are :
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1.

2.

3.

Design of microclimate (as respecting the immediate out
side conditions results into satisfactory indoor
conditions).
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An important factor is the willingness and the ability of the
user to organize his daily activities in space and time so that
not all spaces required to be maintained at equal levels of
comfort all the time that's tradition system. At any given time,
active use of a building could be restricted to the area's most
comfortable at that time. This requires transformation of
lifestyles to be more concordant with natural environmental
systems. Architecture is at the forefront of energy and
resource consumption. Energy guzzling mega structures
randomly spread throughout the world, irrespective of
climate, location on the planet and cultural context The
energy efficient court buildings with topicality of tradition are
to redefine architecture beyond technical and performance
values, collectively designing with context of place.

AN APPEAL
Dear Friends,
It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to inform you that a long cherished desire of the members of
the Institute of owning the IIA Head Office premises at Prospect Chambers Annexe, Fort, Mumbai of which
we are the tenants for the last several decades has fructified.
Friends, we have finally entered into an agreement to purchase, with the Owners of the premises for a price of
Rs. 1.25 crores. Applicable Stamp Duty and other fees amounting to Rs.6.55 lakhs along with a token advance
of Rs. 1 lakh has already been paid.
I congratulate all the members of the Institute for this achievement in the Centenary Year of I.I.A.
I also take liberty of appealing to all the Chapters/Centres/Sub-Centres and also individual members of the
Institute to handsomely contribute to meet the requirement of the balance payment to be made to the
Owners.
“Wishing you all the Best once again”.
With warm regards,
Ar. Divya Kush
President
The Indian Institute of Architects
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The International Union of Architects

29th November 2018 - 02nd December 2018
Venue :
Indira Gandhi Pratishthan,
Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow
Important Dates :
29th - 30th November, 2018 - UIA & IIA Council Meetings
30th November, 2018 (4:30 pm) - Inauguration of Exhibition
1st - 2nd December, 2018 - Sessions of Mahakumbh
1st December, 2018 10:30 am
Inauguration :
1st December, 2018 10:30 am
Valedictory :
2nd December, 2018 4:30 pm
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ABOUT LUCKNOW
“Lucknow”, the capital of Uttar Pradesh, lies in the middle of the Heritage Arc. This
bustling city, famed for its Nawabi era finesse and amazing food, is a unique mix of
the ancient and the modern. It is home to extraordinary monuments depicting a
fascinating blend of ancient, colonial and oriental architecture”. Lucknow has
always been known as a multicultural city that flourished as a North Indian cultural
and artistic hub, and the seat of power of Nawabs in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Lucknow was the epicenter of the 1857 War of Independence, and much before that,
it was the seat of a line of nawabs who gave the city its unique identity.
Literature, cuisine, performing arts and tehzeeb put Lucknow a cut above the rest – and the world acknowledges it. Among the magnificent
monuments are Imambara, Rumi Darwaza, Kaiserbagh Heritage Zone, Residency and Dilkusha. Among the extant architecture, there are
religious buildings such as Imambaras, mosques and other Islamic shrines as well as secular structures such as enclosed gardens, baradaris
and palace complexes. Chikan embroidery and zardozi have made Lucknow a brand in global fashion. Kebabs and biryani are the two lipsmacking delicacies that beckon visitors again and again. It continues to be an important centre of governance, administration, education,
commerce, aerospace, finance, pharmaceuticals, technology, design, culture, tourism, music and poetry. Lucknow, along with Agra and
Varanasi, is in the Uttar Pradesh Heritage Arc, a chain of survey triangulations created by the Government of Uttar Pradesh to boost tourism in
the state. The Gomti River, Lucknow's chief geographical feature, meanders through the city and divides it into the Trans-Gomti and CisGomti regions. Lucknow is a growing IT hub with software and IT companies resident in the city.

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
As the name itself suggests, this program is going to be multilayered, starting from world level Union of International Architects (UIA) to
massive participation by architects of state as well as local level.
1.

IIA ARCHITECTS MAHAKUMBH PROGRAMMES – 1st & 2nd December 2018
Architects from various cities UP and Uttarakhand shall participate in Architects' Mahakumbh. Most of the Architects from Lucknow
itself shall be there to witness the show and participate in conference and exhibition.
1.1

Faculty and students from all institutions of the State shall be involved in various activities and competition organized for
students. A large number of budding architects shall also be there. Exhibition of Architects work as well as building material
exhibition shall be open for public for three days.

1.2

Lectures by eminent architects on variety of relevant topics for professional architects.

1.3

Lectures by eminent architects for students from various colleges of the state.

1.4

There shall be Exhibitions of IIA National award winning projects of previous years from 30th November to 2nd December 2018.

1.5

IIA STATE AWARDS : Architects having their offices in U.P. or Uttarakhand shall be acknowledged for the outstanding
contribution in architecture. Various awards shall be a given to them. An exhibition of their work shall be organized from
30th November to 2nd December 2018.

1.6

Building material exhibition from 30th November to 2nd December 2018.

2.

UIA MEETINGS – 29th & 30th November 2018

3.

ARCAISA & SAARC MEETINGS – 29th & 30th November 2018

4.

IIA MEETINGS
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MAIN THEME
Architecture of Tomorrow and Day After
•

How architecture is linked with new technologies such as virtual / augmented reality and artificial intelligence, and how new technologies
will transform cities and what the architect is to expect in the next 10-15 years.

•

How VR/AR/AI are changing present and future of the architecture.

•

3D printing as a new shape for architecture.

•

Zero energy architecture.

•

Smart city as new platform for living.

•

The sustainable strategies for the cities development.

•

Mega projects, super tall and new cities within the existing cities.

TOPICS FOR SEMINAR / LECTURES / PANEL DISCUSSIONS
1. Diminishing Cultural boundaries and Style of local architecture :
•

The culture of each society is identified through its manifestations such as language, art and architecture, and analysis in the field of
culture is related to the study of cultural manifestations. Architecture as a matter of human life reflects the culture in every society
interacting closely with structural, historical, political, economic and social features of society.

•

People in every country try to follow their norms and maintain their value in making of architecture by applying the material things.
Changing the cultural and social attitudes in communities has the greatest impact on the architecture. Therefore, the role of culture in
promoting architectural identity seems essential.

•

The social order formed by civilization creates cultural progress and apart from the country's political, moral and economic conditions,
the pursuit of knowledge and that of the arts forms the basis of the culture of one's country.

2. Outburst of Technologies and worldwide monotony :
•

Uniformity or lack of variation in pitch, intonation, or inflection related to architecture.

•

Tedious sameness or repetitiousness.

3. Present scenario of Architecture Practice prospects in Developing Countries :
•

Architectural and economic aspects are important. But beyond that, challenges and solutions need to be addressed comprehensively and
viewed holistically in the cities of developing countries. Reducing inequality and achieving sustainability are two objectives that should be
pursued, but the challenges will vary depending on each city and its degree of development.

•

The urban population is expected to double in the next 40 years, forcing cities to undertake a holistic and sustainable transformation of
their model.

•

Cities are very important, not just for the world of architecture and urbanism but also for the economy and politics. In addition, the urban
population is expected to double over the next 40 years, bringing about a rapid, large-scale change that has no precedent in human
history. Whatever the reasons behind it, this growth pressure is having an impact on the functioning of cities, on their governance, and on
quality of life. In light of this, we must ensure that cities remain spaces for innovation, culture and well-being.

4. Archipreneurship :
•

The ethos of being an archipreneur merges that of entrepreneurship and architecture, and often involves scenarios unlikely to play out in
the conventional architectural business milieu. A number of relatively new challenges present themselves to those running architecturerelated companies based innovative business models.

•

In response to the unnecessarily cumbersome back-and-forth process architects have between clients, developers, architects,
contractors and subcontractors, archipreneurs are beginning to create new business models that push the boundaries of the profession.
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PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS
Various organization participating in Architects Mahakumbh – 2018
UIA – The International Union of Architects (UIA) is the organisation representing the world's architects, now estimated to
number some 3.2 million in all. Founded in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1948, the UIA advances policies and programmes that
improve communities through design. 100 renowned Architects from its member countries will participate in this UIA
Council Meeting scheduled for 2 full days on 29th & 30th November 2018. India will be the host for theis UIA Council Meet
for the first time since the inception of UIA.
ARCAISA – Architects Regional Council Asia (ARCASIA) is the APEX body of Architects in Asia and its work for the
enhancement of Architecture profession in this continent. Originated initially during the 1967 Commonwealth Association of
Architects (CAA) New Delhi. This six Asian Institutes (the founding members) were India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Malaysia,
Singapore and Hong Kong. ARCASIA currently has more than 20 ASIAN countries are member organization.
SAARC – South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation of Architects (SAARC) is the key recognized body of SAARC
nations. It is aligned with the SAARC objective of promoting social, economic and cultural development of the region and
also greatly foster for better coordination between the Architects and the Architecture as a profession in the region.
The Indian Institute of Architects (IIA) – The Indian Institute of Architects is more than hundred years old. It is the apex body
of Architects professionals. IIA represents India in all the international bodies of the profession. More than 50 members of
National Council across the country and observers shall attend the mega event along with their National Council Meeting at
Lucknow.
IIA UP Chapter Architects Meet – The Indian Institute of
Architects functions through its chapters and centers. UP &
Uttarakhand is among one of its largest chapters. This meet
will cater to the participation of more than 600 Architects from
Lucknow and various other cities of the Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand in addition to 100 architects from various
countries of the word 50 Architects from other Asian
countries and 50/60 architects from other States of the
Country. Total number of architects is expected to be around
800.

Students Activity – Around 1000 plus young & budding Architects from
different Architectural colleges of the City and State shall be actively involved
in this event. Students from Architectural Institutes across the State along
with some of the Faculty will participate in this event. Students shall
participate and engage in extra and co-curricular activities (debates, quiz
etc.) design contest and the networking platform.
Sister organizations - Other organizations involved in creations of built
environment like engineers and interior designers shall also be invited to
participate in this Mega Event.

THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

UP & UTTARAKHAND CHAPTER

ORGANISING TEAM

Ar. Divya Kush
President

Ar. Sunil Degwekar
Hon. Treasurer

Chairman

Ar. Virendra Agarwal
M : 94150 20285

Convenor

Ar. K. K. Asthana
M : 94150 03003

Ar. Prakash Deshmukh
Imm. Past President

Ar. C.R. Raju
Jt. Hon. Secretary

Vice Chairman

Ar. Ajay Srivastava
M : 94150 03721

Co-Convenors

Ar. Keshav Kumar
M : 82997 93334

Ar. Vilas Avachat
Vice President

Ar. Lalichan Zacharis
Jt. Hon. Secretary

Hon. Treasurer

Ar. Akhil Saxena
M : 94150 10104

Ar. Amogh Kumar Gupta
Jr. Vice President

Jt. Hon. Secretaries Ar. Munish C. Saxena
M : 94150 02837
Ar. Y.S. Pundir
M : 99174 92603
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Chapter Office :
103, Murli Bhawan, 10, Ashok Marg,
Lucknow – 2260 001.
Tel. No. : +91-522-2286 400

Camp Office :
55-56, Anekant Place, 29 Rajpur Road,
Dehradun – 248 001.
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Ar. Arvind Yadav
M : 94150 21960
Ar. Sandeep Saraswat
M : 92356 90191
Ar. Devesh Mani Tripathi
M : 93352 10024
Website : www.architectsmahakumbh.com
Email : www.architectsmahakumbh@gmail.com
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The Indian Institute of Architects

The International Union of Architects

30.11.2018 - 02.12.2018, Lucknow

REGISTRATION FORM
1. Name :
2. Membership Number - F/A :
3. Mobile :
4. Email :
5. Name of Organization with address :
6. Payment details :
7. Registration Fee :
7.1

7.2

7.3

:

₹ 3,000.00

Early bird up to 20.11.2018 :

₹ 2,500.00

Spouse

₹ 2,500.00

IIA Member

:

Early bird up to 20.11.2018 :

₹ 2,000.00

Non IIA Architects

:

₹ 3,500.00

Early bird up to 20.11.2018 :

₹ 3,000.00

8. Cheque shall be drawn in favour of “The Indian Institute of Architects U.P. and Uttarakhand Chapter”
8.A

BANK DETAILS FOR RTGS :
Name of Account : The Indian Institute of Architects U.P. and Uttarakhand Chapter
Bank Name
: Bank of Baroda
Address
: Vibhuti Khand, Lucknow -226010
Account No.
: 34300100000810
IFSC Code
: BARBOVIBHUT
· GST is included in registration Amount.

9. Filled up form may be scanned and sent to architectsmahakumbh2018@gmail.com
or hard copy may be sent to Chapter Office : 103,Murli Bhawan, Ashok Marg, Lucknow- 226 001.
Further details may be had from :
· Virendra Agarwal (Chapter Chairman) - 94150 20285
· K.K. Asthana (Convenor)
- 94150 03003
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GOOD GLOBAL PRACTICES IN ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Good Global Practices in Architectural Education
Prof. (Ar.) Jit K. Gupta - Email : jit.kumar1944@gmail.com
Prof. (Ar.) Jit K. Gupta, Chairperson, Chandigarh Chapter, IGBC has an experience of five decades in
architecture, architectural education, urban and policy planning. He is the formerChairman for
Board of Studies (BOS), Architecture, Punjab Technical University; V.P. of Indian Institute of
Architects; Member of BOS, Architecture for Punjab University, Indraprastha University and Manav
Rachna University. Part of the Co-opted Member Working Group of the Planning Commission of
India for the ninthfive-year plan, he has authored more than 250 technical papers for global
conferences and has delivered lectures/orations in universities in Detroit, Ohio, Switzerland and at
SAARC (Kathmandu and Bhutan).
Globally, institutions of excellence in architectural education,
are trying to focus on skilling and creating core competencies
among students needed for understanding and ability to
write, draw, and speak and to promote thinking, dedication,
self-discipline for evolving state of the art architectural
solutions through connecting with people, places and ecology
besides understanding relationship between people and
buildings; between buildings and communities; between
communities and cities and between cities and ecology /
sustainability. Education also envisions promoting knowledge
of research methodologies, consultancy projects, and
knowledge about industry, organizations and procedures
related to design and project planning, to create a sustainable
and environmentally responsive architecture.
The institutions try to achieve the above objectives, through :
i.

x.

Promoting Learning with Commitment - to society,
environment, accessibility and sustainability.

xi.

Creating a National / International Job Bank - for
facilitating students for jobs locally and globally.

xii.

Making Education Broad based - by working
transversely at different levels i.e. subjects to be taught
in a cross cutting/ transversal manner for better
understanding / interaction with other professions.

xiii.

Providing State of Art Infrastructure – soft and hard for
promoting excellence in learning.

xiv.

Creating Chairs to promote innovations and for
carrying out research projects.

xv.

Making students learn advanced technologies through

Evolution of Studio Culture :

a. How to make scaled models.

Making studio as the hub of architectural learning
ii.

b. Using laser cutting machines

Experimental Learning, involving :

c. Using Computer controlled machines ( CNC)

a. Hands on application of concepts or ideas

d. Making volumetric models

b. Learning from experience as opposed to theories

xvi.

c. Applied learning outside classrooms
iii.

Teaching based on undertaking projects of all scales –
learning by doing

iv.

Organising Workshops - On crafting of functional
objects - model making / architectural designing/
construction skills/ graphics, etc.

Creating Core Competency in students by re-orienting
teaching and learning process to develop :
a. Personal Competency - critical thinking, creativity,
ability to plan and organise, team work, leadership,
self-discipline, dedication, analysis, synthesis, skills
etc.
b. Special Competency
1. Ability to create architectural designs with
functions/ aesthetics

v.

Developing Global Perspective

vi.

Creating Forums – organising series of conferences
involving national and international architects.

vii.

Providing Personalised Attention to students through advice and coaching- assigning an Academic
advisor and a professional coach

3. Knowledge of research methods and
consultancy projects.

viii.

Adopting Global Approach in Teaching - for developing
global perspective.

4. Knowledge of physical problems and various
technologies.

ix.

Promoting Education based on providing knowledge
of both theoretical and practical tools - to ensure
higher learning and better employment.
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2. Ability to perceive and understand relation
between people and buildings, buildings and
environment, and environment and society.

xvii.

Organising Study Tours / Visits to historical places of
architectural importance and important modern
complexes / buildings on regular basis.
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xviii.

Promoting Interface with Institutions of Architectural
Excellence - Locally, nationally and globally

xix.

Making Research and Development integral part of
architectural teaching and learning

xx.

Involving Professional Architects of Eminence as part
of faculty- both visiting and regular.

xxi.

Hiring highly experienced and dedicated faculty for
interacting with students

xxii.

Promoting Learning through organising and
participation in competitions

xxiii.

Recognising and awarding merit amongst Students
and Faculty - to promote quality, innovations in
architectural learning and teaching.

xxiv.

Promoting high degree of interface between Industry
and Academia - for making architectural education
relevant to changing needs of profession, society,
technology, etc.

xxv.

Promoting exchange of Students and Faculty with
International Institutions of Excellence

xxvi.

Focusing on process rather than on product - in the
Learning Processes/Methodology - to make
architecture objective and focussed.

xxvii. Making students active partners in teaching –learning
process by making students integral part of teaching
process
xxviii. Making Education output rather than input based with teaching re-oriented with focus on student's
learning rather than on teacher's output
xxix.

Making Classroom a research lab where self learning of student is promoted by experimenting
and innovating

xxx.

Promoting research and experimentation in the
teaching - learning process

xxxi.

Careful selection of faculty - having aptitude,
commitment, competency, understanding and
capacity to deliver and engage students in learning

xxxii. Providing options in learning based on students
capacity - liking, understanding etc to make optimum
use of his skills
xxxiii. Education focussing on skilling student to appropriately take care of professional
responsibilities
xxxiv. Making student understand his role and
responsibility to community, society, state and
environment besides promoting sustainability
xxxv. Making student understand and appreciate the entire
gamut of buildings anatomy, its impact on human
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living and options for making optimum use of nature
and its renewable resources to create healthy and
productive buildings.
xxxvi. Training of Faculties - Education must focus on
training the five faculties of human beings - hearing,
seeing, smelling, tasting, analysing – to understand,
appreciate and differentiate between good
architecture and bad architecture besides what makes
good and bad architecture.
xxxvii. Conception that student of Architecture has to be
trained to be a designer needs to be dispelled –
students must be allowed to charter his path during the
education and choose what he would like to bedesigner, construction manager, sustainable designer,
landscape architect, architectural critic, journalist,
photographer, structure expert etc depending his
interest, capacity and capabilities. Institute must
provide that option and environment for students to
charter its path.
CONCLUSION
Attempt has been made in the above text to define practices
which have been globally and locally used to impart architectural
education. These practices have critical role in determining the
quality of education imparted. Accordingly it becomes important
these practices are reviewed, refined and re-defined on
continued basis in order to make sure that architectural
education matches the growing dynamism of profession of
architecture. Experimentation and innovation have to be basic
approaches in redefining the architecture education in order to
prepare students to become qualitative professional. Since
profession of architecture is passing through an era where lot of
challenges are emerging accordingly educational practices must
provide appropriate skills to the students of architecture to
convert these challenges into opportunities to put profession of
architecture on high pedestal with challenges of global warming
and climate change, role of architectural education become vital
to make students aware about the need and importance of
creating sustainable built environment which are least
consumers of energy and non-renewable resources besides
generator of minimum waste. With government of India
launching number of missions and yojanas involving smart cities,
housing for all, swatch bharath mission, Amruth, Hriday and
NULM, it is time, ripe enough to relook at the entire gamut of
architectural education so as to create professionals which will
play critical role in making Indian cities most vibrant, effective,
efficient, productive and sustainable besides providing highest
quality of life to all urban residents including poorest of the poor.
Future of profession of architecture will largely depend upon how
practices of imparting architectural education are renewed and
made innovative to create professionals of highest quality with
appropriate skill, capacity and capability to meet the emerging
challenges of built environment. Accordingly a new order of
architectural education needs to be evolved and put in place to
make it state of the art and qualitative besides appropriate and
responsive to the emerging new social, economic and
environmental order.
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Revitalization of Urban Spaces : Case of the Historic City of Jaipur
Prof. (Dr.) Madhura Y. - Email : ymadhura@gmail.com
Student Gaurav Singh is an architect graduated from Manipal University Jaipur, he is a fanatic of
trekking and cars. His love for nature drives him to the mountains and his love for cars makes him an
enthusiast of automobile design and 3d visualisation. His thinking process evolves from various
gaming sessions and amalgamation of technology and architecture.

Student Hakim Ali Reza is an Architect graduated from Manipal University Jaipur in 2017. Having a
keen interest in traditional craft & vernacular architecture, he has worked at offices like Min2 BouwKunst B. V. Netherlands, INTACH Kashmir Chapter, Architects Combine Srinagar, and Craft
Development Institute, Srinagar for amalgamating traditional crafts with modern architectural
practices. He is currently working as an Architect with the Advisor to Government of J&K for
Transport Planning and Urban Design.

Student Ishan Sharma is an architect graduated from Manipal University Jaipur in 2017. He is a keen
enthusiast of sustainable typologies and urban environments. An avid watcher of various T.V Series
and is currently in Delhi.

Student Sharon Nair is an architect graduated from Manipal University Jaipur 2017. Is an enthusiast
of how vernacular technology can be used in contemporary architecture. An aficionado of old
buildings, he had worked under UNESCO for Darjeeling Himalayan Railway.

ABSTRACT : Jaipur is one of the first planned cities of the country. The city reflects an image of a glorious royal past through its
built form and architecture. However, the population of the walled city has inevitably increased manifold over the years. The
old city we see today is a congested grid of streets, brimming with a mixed crowd of Indian and foreign tourists, local visitors
and native residents. Jaipur acquires its image of a major tourist destination from the historic structures built within and
around the walled city. But due to the saturation of these spaces by the constant floating population and the ever-growing
occupants, the daily lifestyles of the residents are affected. “We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us”- Churchill's
famous aphorism, when read in congruence with the Indian urban context, highlights a clear understanding about the impact
of the city form and on the behavioral patterns of the people inhabiting it. Such analogies help bring out issues that affect the
daily lives of the city dwellers.
This paper is a compilation of the Urban Design study of the Walled City of Jaipur. The exercise explored the
approaches of urban place-making, street design and issues of varying land uses. The project dealt with urban issues existing in
the city especially in the market places. The students have identified few such issues in different precincts of the walled city
area. Two of these have been detailed out in this paper along with suggested interventions.
KEY WORDS : Urban Design, Streets, Public spaces, Pedestrian, Vehicular.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Raja-sthan, literally, the land of the kings, is a coagulation of
kingdoms under one umbrella. Walls, gates, chhatris, etc. are
dominant characteristics of the urban image of many cities
here. From hills to lakes; forests to deserts; high-speed
corridors to magnanimous forts, the state provides a plethora
of backdrops for the extensive study of urbanity.
Jaipur, the capital of this state, rests in the eastern region of
Rajasthan. It is embraced by the undulating Aravallis in the
North-West and the South-East. The city is at 430m MSL and
falls in the Banas River basin which is drained by a number of
seasonal rivers, Banganga, Dhundh and Bandi being the major
ones among others.
There are many lakes in and around Jaipur that mainly depend
on the seasonal rains. The city has a semi-arid desert climate
and experiences the seasons of summer, monsoon and winter.

Fig. 2 - Planning of the walled city of Jaipur into 9 mandalas.
[ Source : https://architexturez.net ]
1.2 Planning of the Old City
Under the supervision of chief architect Vidyadhar
Bhattacharya, the ctiy's planning was formulated following
the principles of Shilpa Shastra – the science of Indian
architecture. It guided the division of the site into a grid or
mandala & carved it into a Prastara type of layout which gave
prominence to the cardinal directions. The city was divided
into a grid with nine sectors.
The mandala on the North-West was re-located on the southeastern corner of the grid, due to the hilly terrain thus
generating an asymmetrical plan for the city. Two sectors
comprised of the palace and the state buildings while the rest
were committed to the public.

Fig. 1 - Map of Jaipur showing main river draining the city.
[ Source : internet ]
Jaipur was founded by Sawai Jai Singh 1726 in order to
accommodate the growing population of Amer and
strengthening the defence of the kingdom by moving away
from Delhi. The site chosen had the potential of developing
into a city due to the presence of perennial rivers systems. The
rugged hills ensured a constant supply of building material.
During the visit of Prince Albert of Wales in 1876, Sawai Ram
Singh ordered the painting of the walled city in terracotta
'pink' in order to express hospitality and strengthen ties with
the British. The city was thus nicknamed as the “Pink city”.
32
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Enclosed by a 9ft thick masonry wall, 25ft in height, the city has
8 gates namely – Chandpole Gate; Ghat Gate; Ajmeri Gate;
Sanganeri Gate; Surajpole Gate; Gangapole Gate; Zorawar
Singh Gate and New Gate were erected on this wall. The northsouth axis is aligned with the highest point in the north i.e. the
Jaigarh Fort and in the South, Temple of Shankar Grah (an
ancient temple still worshipped by the royal family). The eastwest axis connects Surajpol in the East and Chandpole in the
west at a slight tilt of 15 degrees in harmony with the existing
ridge.
1.2.1 Streets of the Pink City
The streets of the old city are fashioned in a prominent grid
intersecting at 90 degrees. The physical structure of the city is
dominated by this grid with primary roads intersecting at
Chaupars and eventually dividing the city into nine Chowkris.
The nine sectors also demarcate the areas specific to the caste
of the inhabitants thus demonstrating the prevalence of a
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environmental & topographical study through literature
study; reference to documents related to existing schemes,
on-going projects, planning guidelines and relevant books.
3.

STUDY AREAS

The students studied the streets of the old city area of Jaipur.
Of the seven precincts studied in the studio, the Ramniwas
Bagh- Albert Hall area has been elaborated in the following
pages.
4.

Fig. 3 - One of the streets in the pink city area showing the
texture and character of the bustling old city.
[ Source : https://architexturez.net ]

ALBERT HALL : AREA DESCRIPTION

Albert Hall is one of the oldest functional state museums built
in Indo-Saracenic style. The precinct is at an approximately
2km proximity from the walled city area of Jaipur. The museum
was dedicated at promoting and protecting traditional arts
and skills. The precinct does not experience any major traffic
issues apart from occasional slow traffic at the gate during at
peak hours. Vast un-groomed green grounds surround the
structure. This area is an important part of the tourist network
of Jaipur and remains during weekends.

strong Hindu caste system. The front facades of the structures
abutting these streets are washed in terracotta. The
traditional appearance of architecture of the houses in the bylanes are built in ratios to adhere to mutual shading concepts.
The lanes and neighborhoods are named to represent the
trades and occupations they are linked with. Begadiyonki
Masjid (after valued stone lane), MohallaPannigaran (silver
and gold foil maker's locality), Thatheronkarasta (Tinker's
lane), Gheewalonkarasta (ghee-sellers lane);
ChatoriyonkaChauraha (a junction where people gather to
savor snacks) are some of the many places in Jaipur that
explain how organically this planned city functions. These
names contribute in making the streets legible. They guide the
functioning of the daily activities as well as help orient the
tourists and the visitors. Each street thus narrates a unique
image and justifies the need for an insight into these areas.
2.

Fig. 5 - Albert Hall front view [ Source : Visual Survey ]

METHODOLOGY

The primary Survey consisted of visual surveys, preparation of
base map, mapping of urban form/architecture/open space ;
building uses, visual elements of design ; circulation patterns
& traffic studies ; landscape features ; economic & social
activities, etc. The secondary survey consisted of the study of
historical background of Ajmer, evolution of the city,

Fig. 5(a) - Activities in front of Albert Hall.
[ Source : Visual Survey ]

Fig. 4 - Typical street in the walled city of Jaipur showing terracotta washed built facades. [ Source : Visual Survey ]
OCTOBER 2018
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THE HISTORY OF
RAMNIWAS BAGH
• Originally spread for 76 acres in the early
20th Century, it now covers 33 acres
(130,000 metre square) located at the
heart of the city.
• In future, it was to expand southwards
and mark the beginning of a modern
Jaipur.

T

I

“I
wished
people
to have
benefit
from it,
a motive
which did
credit me
in the
motion
of
distress”.

M

Ramniwas Bagh
in 2015. The
straight Middle
Road creates an
axial layout and
distributes the
garden in 4
quadrents with
a central circular
statue of Sawai
Man Singh II
statue. The
layout seems
Mughal, though
it is not.

E

L

I

N

E

1865

1876

1946

2015

In 1865, the site was a
barren land outside the
walled city. There were only
infantry and artillery lines
outside the walled city. And
the security ditch outside
the city walls existed. The
only thing that was
prominantly existing were
the Ajmeri and the
Sanganeri Gates opening
towards the Southern side.

In the year 1876, the Mayo
Hospital on the east and
Albert Hall on the south
were developed. The
security ditch remained
there. A water channel upto
the aviary can be seen,
which was diverted from the
water supply channels of
the city.

Just before Independence in
the year 1946, the
zoological section alongside
the cricket ground and the
conservatory was
developed. Tennis courts
were also planned for the
people of higher stature.
Laying of M.I. Road started
and the New Gate was
established for the residents
of the walled city to reach.

The year of 2015 saw a lot
of changes. The original
layout inspired from the
layout of English Garden
was now transformed into a
more symmetrical one. It is
still a grand area, but less
maintained than done in
19thy century. Benches, bins
and street furniture took
place along with.

Ramniwas bagh in 1865,
before development when
it was a barren land.

Ramniwas bagh in 1876,
the developed ramniwas bagh
with the original layout
inspired from the layout of
the english gardens.

Ramniwas bagh in 1946,
just before independence
developing into the layout
of an english garden.

Ramniwas bagh in 2015,
having axial plan
showing influence
of mughal garden.

Fig. 6 - Chronological Development of the RamnivasBagh done as part of secondary survey.
[ Source : Landscape Conservation of RamnivasBagh : Paper presented by Harsh Mittal, SPA/NS/LA/414 ]

Fig. 7 - Areas in and around the precinct. [ Source : Visual Survey ]
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4.1 DOCUMENTATION

USER ACTIVITY - NIGHT

USER ACTIVITY - DAY

Fig. 8 - Activity mapping of the precinct during visual survey showing changing character of the precinct during different times of the day.
OCTOBER 2018
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4.2. NEED FOR REVITALIZATION
The Ramnivas Bagh marks the first place where visitors start
off while exploring the old city and end their jaunt after
exploring the old city. It could be an ideal location for
information kiosks, interpretation centers, food stalls and
crafts bazaars. The area developed in order to use tourism as a
tool to boost the economy of the small scale crafts industry.
The area at present is unkept and the green open spaces are
unrelated to the adjacent historic structure. Also the harsh
summers in Jaipur do not allow people enjoy the open spaces
during the day. Re-designing these vast green grounds with
dedicated spaces for social interaction will enhance its
character and also make these spaces more active and jovial.

facilitate the hosting of various cultural events and elevate the
quality of the public space for the resident populous as well as
the tourist.
4.3.1 Enhancing The Vista By Pedestrianization
The vehicular traffic can be re-routed in order to completely
pedestrianize the central axis and thus help in enhancing the
axis and allowing the visitors to experience the grand vista.
The local materials can be used to create a cobbled street
thereby enhancing the entrance to the precinct and not
limiting the use of the area to the museum visitors only.

The spaces for social aggregation would also help decongest
the streets of the old city from common daily visitors and the
residents of the old city who seek a place solely for recreation.
The outer edge of the Albert Hall circle is surrounded by fruit
vendors and small handicraft stalls. This hints the necessity of
a well-defined space that is aesthetically pleasing for handling
the activities generated by these temporary businesses in a
systematic manner.
The vista formed by Albert Hall is not experienced by the
visitor on foot as the central axis is a major vehicular route.
4.3. INTERVENTIONS
The revitalization of the precinct would be along the centralaxis creating a spine, conserving the existing character of the
precinct and making it equipped with better infrastructure to

Fig. 9 - Plan showing the central axis to be pedestrianized.

Fig. 10 - Conceptual sketch showing the section of the pedestrianized central axis and the design elements.
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Fig. 11 - Conceptual sketch showing the street section for the pedestrianized central vista (below)
in comparison to the existing section (top).
OCTOBER 2018
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NODES FOR SOCIALIZATION
PARKING
VIEW TERMINATION POINT
ALBERT HALL

Fig. 12 - Conceptual sketches for interventions focussed on re-routing of vehicular traffic.

Fig. 13 - Conceptual sketch showing the section of the pedestrianized central axis serving as a space for promoting the local crafts.

4.3.2 Promoting the Local Crafts By Initiating A Temporary
Crafts Bazaar.
The pedestrianized central axis can be facilitated with
temporary stalls for artisans to sell the crafts unique to Jaipur.
Such an attempt could utilize tourism as a tool to boost the
economic conditions of the local artisans and an alternative to
the over saturated streets of the old city. The space would help
decongesting the old city from the people visiting the old city
purely for recreation.
38
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4.3.3 Enhancing the Transverse Axis by erecting Gates
Building gates on the ends of the road running perpendicular
to the main axis will enhance the symmetry. Giving public
access to the top of these buildings would create a vantage
points for enjoying the whole precinct. The three structures
including the Albert Hall would demarcate this recreational
space.
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Fig. 14 - Conceptual sketch showing the gates on either side of the central axis,
that may be erected on the transverse vehicular axis to enhance the overall character of the place.
4.3.4 Introduction of an Open Air Theatre around the Raja
Man Singh statue.
Creating an OAT around the Man Singh stature is an attempt to
not only highlight the sculpture but also make it a part of the
recreational activities of the visitors. The OAT being at a sublevel besides being a venue for various cultural events will also
add on to the vantage points from which the historic Albert
Hall building can be experienced.

Fig. 15(a) - Views of the proposed OAT around the
Man Singh statue
Fig. 15(b) - Conceptual sketch of plan and
section of the proposed open air theatre
4.3.5 Enhancing the vast green lawns behind the Albert Hall
Museum
The public plaza can be used as a space for social interaction.
Elements of the plaza reflecting the Indo-Saracenic
architecture may be incorporated while designing the various
components of this plaza like sitting spaces, flooring, kiosks,
drinking fountains etc.
While making the space active, the public plaza will also give
the area a legible character.

OCTOBER 2018

5.

CONCLUSION

The growth of any city involves volumetric increase in terms of
population and infrastructures well as the depletion of
resources. The city of Jaipur has always remained at par with
infrastructural and technological developments. It has
gradually evolved from a limited walled precinct to a much
advanced urban settlement. Being a major tourist attraction it
will continue to densify and elevate the complexities in the
functioning of the city. Therefore, it is imperative to focus on
creating a better quality of urban experience by identifying the
degraded spaces of the city; create user centric ambiences
that facilitate the needs and demands of the resident
populous and identify design solutions in order to use tourism
as a tool for the economic development of the city.
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A Study on Eco School –
A Design Through Community Participation
A Sustainable Approach of School Design by Involving Local Communities & Indigenous Vernacular Practices...
Prof. Tapaswini Mohapatra Samant - Email : tapaswini.03@gmail.com
Prof. Tapaswini Mohapatra Samant is an Architect & Environmentalist Presently working as Associate
Professor in the department of Architecture at Vaishnavi School of Architecture & Planning (VSAP),
Hyderabad. Have done her M.Arch. in Environmetal Design .

ABSTRACT : Schools are the place, where children can learn & be able to meet the diverse needs of existing and future. Primary
Schools play key roles in land use & community development. The construction of new pre primary or primary schools, in
particular, has come to be seen as a critical growth factor with broad impacts with respect to environment & Childs
development.
This paper derives a definition for community based school & justifies the benefits of such schools. The concept of the school
following all the criteria's of environmental (eco) friendly design & acting as a center of community life can be stated as an
“Eco School”.
A PARTICIPATORY SCHOOL DESIGN PROCESS is proposed as a model to plan, design and build schools that respond to multiple
stakeholder interests. This paper examines how architecture, engineering, landscaping, and educational systems can
combined to make school buildings the instruments through which “children learn how to lessen human impact on the
environment “.
KEY WORDS : Eco schools, community involvement, sustainable, environmental friendly.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Many schools in Indian are at a state of despair. In many areas
in India, around 80% of education failure is due to poor
infrastructure & environment. Every education system &
development authorities have set few numbers for
government public schools & other educational blocks for the
sake of development, but hardly these public schools have
proper school infrastructure & respite is just a shade for
learning.

Mostly the private schools have satisfying environment, but it
is difficult for all to be a part of it. In this scenario it is very much
required to create better learning environment for children's
for all age groups.
Eco schools are the one state solution for all the collective
problems faced by the educational institutions today. It can be
summoned as an eco school is a school satisfying all criteria's
of sustainable design.

Figure 1 : Vocational School in Rudrapur Bangladesh- 2008 Aga khan award winning school.
The school is made using local materials & local techniques by the local community.
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1.1. ECO SCHOOL SCENARIO IN INDIA

4.

Currently, India has the most lenient Eco schools initiative,
with handbooks/guidelines government standards. According
to an international evaluation of trends in eco-school
development, there is “fluidity” in terms of defining an ecoschool worldwide (Mogensen, 2005).

Numerous colorful tribes dotting its landscape along the
periphery of the city, but the beauty is getting reduced by
today's urbanization. High migration occurring due to
abundant mining potential in the city. Highly approachable &
intermediate junction of all trade. Bounded by Ranchi District
of Jharkhand on the North, Raigarh district of Chattisgarh on
the West and North-West, Jharsuguda, Sambalpur and Angul
District of Odisha on the South and South-East and Singhbhum
District of Jharkhand and Keonjhar District of Odisha on the
east.

Eco school can be defined as “A PLACE WHERE THE
CHILDREN'S CAN LEARN IN A HEALTHIER ATMOSPHERE WITH
BETTER INFRASTRUCTURE & MORE PARTICIPATION WITH
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY & NATURE”.

PROTOTYPE OF SITE APPROPRIATE FOR AN ECO SCHOOL

AN ECO SCHOOL IS A .SCHOOL, WHICH IS LITTLE MORE THAN
JUST A SCHOOL.
2.

CONNECTING THE SCHOOL TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

One of the measures of success of a school is the degree to
which the school is a vital part of the community. If addressed
early in the site selection and design phase, a school can be
planned to serve not just the students but also the entire
community.
Thus Creating The School With Indigenous And Vernacular
Practices …..Can Be One Of The Sensible Methods In The
Direction On Making The School An Eco School….
“BUILD LOCALLY ….THINK GLOBALLY”

3.

Figure 2 : A site patch in Rourkela – the steel city of Orissa
Growth potential – the next smart city

TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE RESPONSE RELEVANT TO SUSTAINABLE ECOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

1.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADITIONAL
PRACTICES

TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURAL
RESPONSE

ECO - DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Harmony with climate & nature.

Form as per climate – compact
planning in hot dry area &
open planning in warm areas.

Climate responsive

Room orientation as per sun wind
rain topography

Site responsive

Water management

Re-duce, re-cycle, re-use

Land management

minimalistic

Use of local materials

Energy conservation, cost
effectiveness, labor, intensiveness

2.

Simple living

Integrated living, working, playing
or combination places.

Concept of neighborhood
development, energy savings &
eco strategies

3.

Community build forms

Mixed land use

Socio-economic sustainability

4.

Use of indoor & outdoor spaces

Courtyard, windows, voids, plazas,
pathways

Sade, daylight, passive strategies,
storm water collection, reduction of
heat island effect.
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SITE PLANNING WITH RESPECT TO COMMUNITY &
VERNACULAR CONTEXT

FARM LAND

5.

COMMUNITY
CENTRE

YARD

FARMING
STRIP

SCHOOL

6.

MATERIALS - LOCALLY AVAILABLE
THACH

STEEL FROM SAIL

FLY ASH BRICKS

TIMBER – APPROVED BY
FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL

MUD

BAMBOO

SLATE & KHONDALITE

LOCAL STONE FROM RIVER BED,
FOR BUND & RETAINING WALLS

ñ
N

Integrating Community Eco School integrating all the neighborhood areas
to form a group community space comprising all facilities and amenities
to carter need of a community.

Bringing farming into school if the school is going to be following eco
school considerations, it has to merge with the greeneries in terms of
gardens, terrace gardens, farming, green house spaces.

Green spine runs through the square

RED MUD

Secondary routes can be opted over the primary routes to avoid heavy
traffic. Road in the north quadrant can be considered as the most
appropriate road.
Primary Route
Secondary Route
Tertiary Route - Service Way

Figure 3 : Site Relationships with Farm Strip and Neighborhood
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Figure 4 : Local materials suitable in construction of any
building in the area.
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7.

SITE PLAN

Figure 5 : Site Plan with landscaped strategy, employs local agricultural practices.
8.

LANDSCAPE STRATEGY
BUGANVILIA

CHAMPA

HIBISCUS

HOLARRHENA PUBESCENS

PUMPKIN

GUAVAS TREE

NEEM TREE

CITRUS

Figure 6 : Local Species indigenously grown around the site.
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The patches of peripheral landscape will be developed with
varied distinct types like vegetable garden, wild flower garden
of traditional Orissa.
The site, employs local agricultural practices including use of
vetiver grass ( Chrysopogon zizanioide ) to prevent soil erosion
and runoff at the edges of the cultivated terraces, medicinal
9.

plant patches , orchards etc. The site employs best sustainable
water management practices including both rain water
harvesting, ground water recharge & drip irrigation. The
patches of peripheral landscape will be developed with varied
distinct types like vegetable garden, wild flower garden of
traditional Orissa.

ECO - CONCEPTS – ADOPTED FOR DESIGN

vegetable & fruit plants
provided in north to save
for intense summer heat

paved area restricted
to north –
no heat island effect

Insulating screen in the
west & south side for
thermal insulation inside

learning blocks
on the north
having more
habitable spaces
more thermal comfort

Trees on the slope edge to
protect from soil erosion

non learning spaces
on the south – to avoid
solar gain for class room
less habitable spaces

Herbs & indigenous
plants near kitchen
which can with stand
local temperature
& serve the purpose

Play area in the east.
shaded by noon
heavy buffering
ñ in the south
N

9.1. PASSIVE STRATEGIES

VENTILATION
East - West winds blocked.
North - South winds used
for cross ventilation

Movable window panes to control the amount of daylight.

DAY LIGHTING
Movable window panes
to control the amount
of daylight.
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NO HEAT ISLAND DUE TO LESS
PAVED SURFACE
REFLECTIVE METAL
ROOFING OF ECO MATERIAL
NORTH LIGHT

PLAY AREA IN THE EAST

SOLAR PANEL - TILTED IN
THE ANGLE OF SOUTH SUN

HIGH PITCH IN
THE NORTH TO
GET MAXIMUM
SUN

SOUTH SUN
BUFFERED BY
TREES

WATER TOWER
STORAGE,
DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIC GARDEN
RAIN WATER COLLECTION,
PERCOLATION, RECHARGE

10. USE OF LOCAL MATERIAL APPLICATION - AN ECO STRATEGY

Bamboo As Gate

Thatch As Partial Barrier

Bamboo For Fenestration
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11. WATER RECHARGE – AN ECO STRATEGY

Percolation of Rain Water,
Ground Water Recharge,
More Green Covers

OHT
Collection of
Rain Water

Rain Water
Collection
Tank
Pylon with
Access

Rain Water
Management

Supply of the same
Water for Secondary
use e.g. : Landscaping

12 . CONCLUSION
To live in a healthy environment and to sustain the natural
resources for next generations, citizens in all ages should be
aware of their influences on the environment and in
accordance with their responsibilities, take the necessary
precautions to solve environmental problems. To achieve this,
environmental education should provide the necessary
knowledge to interpret the natural events, to be aware of
environmental problems, thus should improve children's
environmental literacy levels.
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